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The rooms in this home of mid-century Georgian-style pulsate with color and 
contemporary art and furniture. Combining contemporary furnishings and art with 

a traditional style, the home is deftly managed by the interior designer, Mary Anne 
Smiley, of Dallas, Texas, using subtle techniques and elements of design with great 
skill. To give this basic traditional home an airy contemporary feeling, all walls and 
wood moldings were painted pure white. Skillful selections of soft contemporary 
furnishings of proper scale to fit the space were added to create inviting upscale 
l iv ing spaces appropriate to the family’s entertaining l i fe style. Subtle use of 
contrasting textures and finishes such as silver leather shag rug, deep rich wood, 
shiny chrome, rough bronze table base, nubby silk, sleek leather, art glass table top, 
and ultra-suede accent pillows, create an understated sophistication.
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Known for her bold use of color, Mary Anne says, “The way to 

get color right is to start without it. I love this approach, as it gives 

me a blank canvas to use color as I want on everything else and 

creates a lovely platform for those colors to zing! Though I am 

known for my fearless use of color, what people often miss is 

that I rarely use strong or bright color on walls. The color usually 

comes in small doses in finish materials and furnishings so that 

the colors can be used in their most intense and vibrant hues.” A 

little bit of pure red, turquoise, or shocking pink, can be exciting, 

while a lot can be overwhelming and uncomfortable. Thus, neutral 

backgrounds are essential to add balance.

The family room of this project is a great example. The family room 

visually seems to vibrates with exuberant color. Yet, only small 

accents on pillows and small tables are actually rendered in bright 

colors. The colors are selected very intentionally to compliment 

the acrylic art work adding unity to the design. The largest areas 

of color-walls, floor, and furniture are left as neutrals of white and 

gray which allow the bright colors in art and accents to come alive 

without overwhelming the space.
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